For the execution of an arbitrary parallel program P, consisting of a set of processes, we consider two alternative m ultiprocessors.
The functions can be used in various ways to obtain optimal performance bounds, aiding in multiprocessor architecture decisions. An immediate application is the evaluation of heuristic allocation algorithms.
It is well known that the problems of nding the corresponding optimal allocations are NP-complete. We thus in e ect present a methodology to obtain optimal control of NP-complete scheduling problems.
Problem de nition and results
This report establishes optimal worst case bounds comparing the execution time for a program on two m ultiprocessors. The multiprocessors have identical processors but di erent organization and di erent processor quantity.
The multiprocessors execute parallel programs P which m a y h a ve a n y set of runtimes and any possible structure of interprocess dependency, only excepting deadlock. The parallel program model under consideration is general. A parallel program consists of a set of processes, some of which may run in parallel, and a set of dependencies between the processes, called syncronization, in the sense that one process, at a speci c point in the process, may not execute unless another process has reached a certain point. We have no limitations of the occurence of such dependencies in a program, other that the program is required to be executable. For example, some programs include time consuming transferring of data between subprocesses. Then the transferring itself can be viewed as a part of the process, while the dependency is realized as synchronization signals of no time duration at several points during the transferring.
In cluster allocation the processors are organized in k groups, the clusters, where each cluster contains u processors. Here we thus have in total kuprocessors. Once a process is allocated to a processor in a speci c cluster it can only beexecuted on a processor in this cluster to completion. It may be transferred any time, but only to a processor in the same cluster. The cost of all transferring of processes is neglected. If a process is put into a w aiting state, it will thus later be restarted on a processor in the same cluster.
Dynamic and static allocations are both special cases of cluster allocation. Dynamic allocation represents the case of having all processors in one cluster, k = 1, hence the processes may betransferred between all processors without limits. In static allocation each cluster has one single processor, u = 1 , t h us a process may never be transferred from the processor where it was initiated.
For a parallel program P, there is a certain number of di erent cluster allocations.
This numberis usually very large, however certainly nite. The execution time of each alloation is a ected by the order in which the processes allocated to the same cluster are executed. However, each of the allocations of the program has a well de ned minimal execution time. We are interested in the minimal execution times for two multiprocessor organizations. Therefore, we only need to consider the minimal execution time for each allocation.
Since we n o w h a ve a w ell de ned execution time for each allocation, the set of execution times of the program P for all cluster allocations is nite, so it has a minimum. An allocation, which results in an execution time shorter than or equal to that of any other alloation is called an optimal allocation scheme. It is well known that it is a NP-complete problem to nd an optimal cluster allocation.
For any xed parallel program P, we compare the minimal execution time of P for two m ultiprocessors.
The rst multiprocessor has q processors and allocates parallel programs dynamically. For a parallel program P, we denote the execution time for P with optimal dynamic allocation by T d P;q, i.e. with a dynamic allocation such that there is no other dynamic allocation for which the execution time of P is shorter.
The second multiprocessor performs cluster allocation with k clusters and u processors in each cluster. Let T c P;k;u denote the execution time for the parallel program P with optimal cluster allocation.
Overhead for synchronization and reallocation is neglected throughout the report. In section 4 the allocation problem is de ned in detail.
The allocation problem will be formulated as a mathematical optimization problem about so called 0; 1-matrices, i.e. matrices where all entries are 0 or 1. The extremal matrices, corresponding to extremal parallel programs, are characterized. This makes it possible to establish a formula for the performance function g: gn; k; u; q =max all n-programs P T c P;k;u T d P;q : Here n-programs denotes parallel programs with n processes. The formula is presented in section 6.
The degree of parallelism for a program P can be characterized by a vector v = v 1 ; :::; v n . Here v i is the percentage of the total execution time where exactly i processes execute simultaneously if each process is allocated to a separate processor. From the function g we derive a formula for the performance function sn;v;k;u = max P T c P;k;u T d P;n ; where the maximum is taken over all parallel programs P of n processes which has the parallel pro le vector v.
The function gn; k; u; q is proven to be incresing in the variable n, a fact which can be used to compute a formula for the process independent performance function Gk; u; q = sup all parallel programs P T c P;k;u T d P;q = lim n!1 gn; k; u; q:
This performance function is applicable for a multiprocessor intended for any parallel program. No prior knowledge of the parallel programs can be used to extract further information from the function Gk; u; q. On the other hand the functions gn; k; u; q and sn;v;k;u are useful when there is prior knowledge of certain kinds about the parallel programs.
Note that beside the allocations, the performance functions themselves are optimal, while representing bounds which cannot be improved. The term "optimal" thus appears in two senses.
Previous results and applications
The present report extends the results in 2 and 6 . Here the the formula for the function g in the case u = 1 ; k = q is treated only, representing static versus dynamic allocation on the same multiprocessor.
The mathematics of the subject is focused in this report. It can be viewed as the theoretical fundament for the reports 4 , 7 , 8 and 10 , which treat di erent applications from a computer science point of view.
The report 9 provides an application not covered by the present report. Here a test execution of the program can be used to provide sharper bounds. The results involve linear programming where values of the function G occur as co cients.
Furthermore, the basic method presented here has proved to be useful in other contexts. In the report 11 , the e ciency of cache memories for single processors is studied. Here optimal bounds comparing more exible with less exible cache memory organization alternatives are derived, the nal part of the argument is similar to that of the present report. 5 is a survey article of the results in 11 .
Since the problems of nding optimal allocations are NP-complete, general and preferably optimal results are needed already for a medium number of processors and processes in order to choose multiprocessor architecture which opimizes performance. Other than the reports 2 to 14 , the only general results concerning allocation strategies of parallel programs appear to be the results by R. L. Graham 1 . The overhead for process reallocation and synchronization is neglected also in that work. So called self-scheduling algorithms are considered. This term is used for dynamic allocation algorithms where, when a processor becomes idle and there are waiting executable processes, one of these is immediately allocated to this processor. It is established in 1 that the execution time for a program allocated with a self-scheduling algorithm is never higher than two times the execution time with optimal dynamic allocation.
The process allocation scheme is of major importance for the performance of a multiprocessor, thus an immediate area of applications for the present results is multiprocessor design. The results can further be used to evaluate the e ciency of cluster allocation algorithms versus the best possible algorithm, i.e. the algorithm which nds the optimal cluster allocation. One di culty in this application which concerns the functions G and g is that this execution time is compared to the execution time with optimal dynamic allocation, which is unknown and NP-hard. The function s compares the optimal cluster allocation with the case of having each process allocated to a processor on its own, hence the optimal allocation is obvious and the di culty does not arise in this case.
The most general result in this report is clearly the one represented by the function G. Here we have no demands on the program. The function g is restricted to programs with n processes, while the function s concerns programs with n processes and a certain parallel pro le. It is expected that the techniques presented here can be extended to take advantage of further kinds of program speci cs, thus improving the bounds by keeping away from those programs which maximize the ratio studied in this work. In e ect we present a methodology to obtain optimal control of NP-complete scheduling problems. One example of a multiprocess architecture feature which immediately follows from the function Gk; u; q is the number of extra processors which w ould compensate for a more static allocation, i.e. the trade o between multiprocess power and allocation e ciency. The concluding graphics section shows plots of this and many other ways to exploit the performance functions for multiprocessor architecture purposes. As a mathematical result it is applicable for scheduling problems in other contexts. For example, the construction of a house is clearly a multiprocess with subprocesses which are in some respects dependent and in some respects independent. Here the processors are not as general as computers in the sense that some processes probably cannot e ciently beallocated to all processors. Humans are usually specialists. Within automation and robotics scheduling problems are frequent, and here the skills of the processors can often be clearly de ned.
We next give a n o verview of the report. In the following section the allocation problem is described and analyzed in detail, and transformed to a mathematical problem. In section 5 we give a full formulation of the mathematical problem and introduce necessary notation. In section 6 the formulas for the program dependent performance functions gn; k; u; q and sn; v; u; q are stated and proved. Basic properties of the function gn; k; u; q are also established here. Section 7 deals with the general performance function Gk; u; q. The report is concluded with a graphics section. The purpose of this section is twofold: to show the performance functions quantitatively and geometrically, and to suggest how the functions can be used to get optimal aid in multiprocessor design decisions.
From programs to matrices
A program P consists of n processes of possibly very di erent execution times. The processes are of course usually dependent of each other. One can expect dependencies of the type that process i cannot execute further at the time point t i unless process j has reached the time point t j . When process j has reached the time point t j it is said to execute a synchronizing signal to process i, restarting this process. Certainly there can be many synchronizing signals to a time point t j , in which case all have to be executed before the process restarts. The execution time of synchronizing signals is neglected. Most parallel programs contain many synchronizing signals. In this report any set of synchronization signals is allowed, except those which include a deadlock.
Thus a parallel program P of n processes is de ned by the total execution times of the n processes and by the set of synchronizing signals.
Now consider a parallel program P. Assume that we h a ve found an optimal dynamic allocation, with execution time T d P;q. This optimal dynamic allocation will be kept xed during the entire argument dealing with the program P and its descendant P 0 . Next we introduce a discretization of the time interval in subintervals t i ; t i+1 of equal length, such that all synchronizing signals, process initiations and process terminations appear on the time points t i , where t i = i m T d P;q; i = 0 ; :::; m. Obviously all processes in the interval t i,1 ; t i are completed before any part of the processes corresponding to the interval t i ; t i+1 when using this allocation, since this is so without the discretization. Such a discretization is possible if all synchronizing signals and process terminations occur at rational time points, which w e can assume. Observe that m might b e v ery large even if the program P is small and has a simple structure.
For the sake of the function sn;v;k;u, let v 1 ; :::; v n be the parallel pro le of the program P: when having the processes allocated on separate processors, i processors are active simultanouosly exactly the share v i of the total execution time of P. The numbers v i are assumed to benon-negative rational numbers such that P n i=1 v i = 1. Then m is necessarily a multiple of the smallest common divisor of the numbers v 1 ; :::; v n . There are integers x i = mv i so that exactly x i intervals have i active processes.
Consequently, during a time interval t i ; t i+1 , no process of the program P starts, and no process stops.
From the program P and for the functions G and g, w e next construct another program P 0 by t wo c hanges of the program P: we i n troduce new synchronizing signals and prolong certain processes. For the sake of the function sn;v;k;u only one of these changes is done: new synchronization is introduced. Any prolonging of processes would destroy the speci c parallel pro le character, hence for this case the only di erence between the programs P and P 0 is the synchronization. At e v ery time point t i we i n troduce all possible synchronization between the processes. This means that the synchronization now requires that all processes in the interval t i,1 ; t i have to be completed before any part of the processes corresponding to the interval t i ; t i+1 , which will increase the execution time with most other allocations. Since the execution time of synchronizing signals is neglected this does not change the total execution time with the xed optimal dynamic allocation, which i s T d P;q. Further, for the functions G and g, all processors are made to be busy at all time intervals. This is achieved by, if necessary, prolonging some processes. However no process is prolonged beyond T d P;q, hence T d P;q = T d P 0 ; q . It is of no importance that the prolonging of processes can be made in many w ays; many programs can play the role of P 0 to a speci c program P.
By the construction we thus have T d P;q = T d P 0 ; q . However, since introducing more synchronization and prolonging processes never shortens the execution time, for other allocations the execution time is either increased or unchanged. In particular, for optimal cluster allocation we therefore have T c P;k;u T c P 0 ; k ; u . Consequently, T c P;k;u T d P;q T c P 0 ; k ; u T d P 0 ; q : Certainly there are programs P which are left unchanged by the above transformation: programs such that P = P 0 . Since these programs constitute a subset of the parallel programs we consider, we actually have max P T c P;k;u T d P;q = max P T c P 0 ; k ; u T d P 0 ; q : Therefore, in order to calculate the maximum, only programs of the type P 0 need to be considered.
We
process is represented by a column, and each time period is represented by a row. The entry at the position i; j of the matrix is 1 if the j:th process is active b e t ween t i,1 and t i ; if it is inactive the entry is 0. Each r o w contains exactly q 1:s, since each processor is constantly busy. In the sequel such a matrix is referred to as an m; n; q-type matrix. The main part of the report analyzes these matrices. For example we characterize the type of matrix which corresponds to the worst case. Because of the complete synchronization, each row has to becompleted before the next row. The execution time of the program P 0 with optimal dynamic allocation in this time unit is m. For the formula for s there is exactly x i rows which has i 1:s, P n i=1 x i = m. The matrix for this case is composed by n x i ; n ; i -type matrices.
Our next objective is to compute the optimal cluster execution time of the program P 0 .
To compute this we need to decide how the n processes are to beallocated to the k clusters. Since every process in this case is to beexecuted within one cluster only, the cluster allocation corresponds to a way of grouping the n columns of the matrix together in k sets, one set for each cluster. Assume l processes are allocated to a speci c cluster at a speci c time inteval. Within a cluster there are u processors and the processes are allocated dynamically. Since there is no synchronization within a time interval, the programs are independent and we will next see that the execution time is here maxl=u; 1.
The execution time clearly cannot be lower than l=u. Further, the execution time cannot belower than 1 since each process is considered to becompletely synchronized to itself. That is, no part of a process can beexecuted in parallel with another part of the same process. In the case l u the limit l=u is reached, which can beseen by dividing the execution time for each processor in l parts of size 1=u each. On the rst processor each process is executed during exactly one of the intervals of size 1=u. On the second processor this execution scheme is permuted cyclically. On the i:th processor, the same cyclic permutation is carried out i times. With this execution scheme for the processors, the total execution time is l=u and no process is executed in parallel with itself. Because of the complete synchronization at the time points t i , processing cannot proceed before completion of the slowest cluster. Hence, we obtain a maximum of maxl=u; 1 over the k clusters. The execution time with cluster allocation in the time unit given by the interval length is the sum of these maximas. This is the optimal cluster execution time T c P 0 ; k ; u i f w e h a ve found an allocation of the n columns together in k sets which minimizes the cluster execution time.
If we change the time unit so that T d P;q = m, then T c P 0 ; k ; u is an integer, and will be denoted by TP 0 ; k ; u .
In section 6 we establish a formula for the function gn; k; u; q representing the worst case, i.e. for any program P 0 : TP 0 ; k ; u T d P 0 ; q gn; k; u; q = max P T c P;k;u T d P;q = max P TP;k;u m : From the function g formulas for the performance functions s and G can be derived.
The matrix problem
The operator T with no index in the equation above belongs to the mathematical formulation. It is a function, to be de ned, taking 0; 1-matrices as arguments and having integers as values. TP;k;u represents the execution time with optimal cluster allocation, having k clusters with u processors in each, while m is the dynamic analogue with q processors. For simplicity of notation we will frequently write TP instead of TP;k;u.
In TP, P is an m n matrix P of 0:s and 1:s only, such that each row has exactly q 1:s, and thus n , q 0:s, 1 q n. We say that a matrix P of this type is of m; n; qtype. Thus any program with n processes which is executed with dynamic allocation on a processor with q processors is represented by a m; n; q-type matrix P.
Consider an m; n; q-type matrix P and a partition A of the n column vectors into k sets. We will be mostly concerned with partitions where the sizes of the sets in the partition di er as little as possible. If n=k is an integer w, every set in such a partition has w members. Denote the integer part of n=k, the oor function, by bn=kc, and the smallest integer greater than or equal to n=k, the ceiling function, by dn=ke. If n=k is not an integer, the sets in a partition where the sizes di er as little as possible have bn=kc or dn=ke members.
Denote the number of 1:s in cluster l at row j by cl;j. As described in the previous section, the execution time with cluster allocation using the partition A is then We w ant t o c hoose the partition A so that T A P is minimal. The execution time with optimal cluster allocation is thus TP =min all partitions A T A P :
We can now de ne the performance function gn; k; u; q: gn; k; u; q = maxf TP;k;u m ; all m; n; q , type matrices Pg: The function g is here de ned only for k n and q n. The de nition is extended to k n by gn; k; u; q = 1 , and to q n by gn; k; u; q = gn; k; u; n = maxd n k e=u; 1. This is in accordance with the application since in these cases we have unnecessary clusters and unnecessary processors, respectively. That the extension to k n is appropriate follows from results in the sequel. where this maximum is taken over all m n 0; 1-matrices P where the numberof rows with exactly i 1:s is mv i .
The most general performance function is Gk; u; q = sup n gn; k; u; q:
We conclude the preparations for the main result by i n troducing some notation relevant in this situation.
We call a matrix P complete if all possible rows, that is, if all n q permutations of the q 1:s, occur equally frequently as rows of P. The numberofrows is thus necessarily divisible by n q .
We also need the following three combinatorial functions. Let I bea nite sequence of non-negative i n tegers. Then we de ne: bI = the number of distinct integers in I aI ; j = the numberof occurences of the j:th distinct integer in I, enumerated in size order, 1 j bI. k;w;q;l = the number of permutations of q 1:s distributed in kw slots, which are divided in k sets with w slots in each, such that the set with maximum numberof 1:s has exactly l 1:s.
Process dependent performance functions
We can now state the formula for gn; k; u; q, from which explicit formulas for the functions sn; v; u; q and Gk; u; q follow. THEOREM 6.1 Given positive integers m; n; k; q and u; n k and n q.
In the case where w = n=k is an integer, we have for all matrices P of m; n; q-type:
TP;k;u=m gn; k; u; q = 1 u n q minw;q X l=1 maxl;uk;w;q;l:
If w = n=k is not an integer, we let w = bn=kc and denote the remainder of n divided by k by n k , i.e. n k = n , kbn=kc. Then we have for all matrices P of m; n; k-type:
TP;k;u=m gn; k; u; q = For each m; n; q,type matrix P the minimum TP =min all partitions A T A P is attained for a partition where the sizes of the sets in the partition di er as little as possible.
The bound is optimal in the sense that if n q divides m, in which case there exist complete matrices, we have TP=m = gn; k; u; q for all complete matrices P.
As described earlier gn; k; u; q is de ned also in the cases k n and q n, here we have gn; k; u; q = 1 and gn; k; u; q = gn; k; u; n = maxd n k e=u; 1, respectively.
A consequence of this and of the theorem is that for k = 1 we have gn; 1; u ; q = maxminn; q=u; 1.
The 256 rst values of gn; k; u; q, for 1 n; k; u; q 4, are presented in graphics part 2. Part 3 of the graphics section show three plots of g representing three cases of increasing degrees of cluster organization using the same number of processors.
The last factor in the function is obviously a multinomial co cient, we h a ve preferred to write it out.
The following lemma provides an algorithm which generates all decreasing sequences. It is proved in 2 .
We say that the least decreasing sequence of length and sum is the sequence fd e; :::; d e; b c; :::; b cg. If is the remainder when is divided by , the numberof d e:s is , and the numberofb c:s is , , making the sum of the sequence . LEMMA 6.2 Let and be non-negative integers and be a p ositive integer such that . Every sequence o f integers in the interval 0 i which is decreasing, bounded by and has sum is generated exactly once by the following algorithm:
1. Take I as the least decreasing sequence o f length and sum . Thus the formula can be regarded as a weighted average of the numbers fmaxl=u; 1 : l = 1; 2; :::; mindn=ke; q g. In the case u mindn=ke; q all these numbers are 1, hence we in this case obtain gn; k; u; q = 1 . In multiprocessor terms this corresponds to a collapse of cluster allocation into dynamic allocation since then one cluster alone is equally large as the rst multiprocessor.
Proof of the theorem: This proof is similar to the corresponding proof in 2 -we refer to that proof.
We next will establish a formula for the function s in terms of g. Given non-negative rational numbers v 1 ; :::; v n with sum 1 and an integer m which i s a m ultiple of the smallest common divisor. Then s has been de ned as sn;v;k;u = max TP;k;u m ; where the maximum is taken over all mn 0; 1-matrices P which has mv i rows with i 1:s. THEOREM 6.4 The function gn; k; u; q has the following properties:
1. gn; k; u; q is increasing in the variables n and q, and decreasing in the variables u and k. Note further that gn; k; u; q = 1 if u mindn=ke; q and if k n, and gn; k; u; q = gn; k; u; n = maxk=u; 1 for all q n.
The upper and lower bounds of the functions Dw; = lim k!1 gwk + ;k;1; k formulated in the theorem are plotted in part 6 of the graphics section for = 2 ; :::6.
Proof: 1: gn; k; u; q = min all partitions A T A P =m, where P is a complete m; n; qtype matrix. Let A be a partition where the sizes of the sets di er as little as possible.
That g is increasing as a function of n follows by adding to the matrix P one column of zeros only. We then obtain the non-complete m; n + 1 ; q -type matrix P 0 . This column is added to the partition A, producing A 0 , in such a w ay that A 0 also has sizes of the sets which di er as little as possible. By the proof of theorem 2 it follows that gn; k; u; q = T A P =m = T A 0 P 0 =m T A 0 P 0 =m = gn + 1 ; k ; u ; q ; whereP 0 is a complete matrix of m; n + 1 ; q -type. We can choose m so that it is divisible by both The idea of the proof of 3 is to exploit the fact that g is a weighted average of the numbers fmaxl=u; 1 : l = 1; 2; :::; mindn=ke; q g. We calculate the limit of the weight W for the number maxw + 1 =u; 1 in the weighted average as k ! 1. Then the estimate follows from W maxw + 1 =u; 1 + 1 , W1 lim k!1 gwk+ ; k; u; k W maxw + 1 =u; 1 + 1 , W maxw=u; 1. The proof is given in 2 , the only di erence here is that the number enters the proof. 4 follows immediately from 3.
Analogously to the function gn; k described in 2 , the existence of plateaus for the graph of gn; k; u; q follows from these results. For w + 1 w and taking large enough we get jlim k!1 gwk+ ; k; u; k , w+1 u j ;
where is small. Thus there exists one plateau at levels w=u for each integer w, i.e.
for each 0 there is a domain fn; k : n wk;n w + 1 k + w ; k w g so that jgn; k; u; k , w=uj here. w and w appear to increase very rapidly with w.
The function gn; k = gn; k; 1; k which compares static with dynamic allocation is neither increasing nor decreasing as a function of k see 2 . A plot of the local extreme values of gn; k as a function of k, for each xed n, is shown in graphics part 8. Detail structure otherwise not visible is revealed in this plot.
The optimal performance function gn; k t h us has a shape resembling a winding staircase with constant step height and an in nite number of steps, where each step is narrower, less sharp-edged and much more distant from the origin than the previous step. 7 The process independent performance function It turns out that it also is possible to compute explicitely the optimal performance function Gk; u; q: The sum is taken over all sequences I = fi 1 ; :::; i k,1 g of non-negative integers which are decreasing; i j i j+1 for all j = 1; :::; k , 2, bounded by l; i 1 l, and have sum q , l; P k,1 j=1 i j = q , l.
Further, the function Gk; u; q is decreasing as a function of k and as a function of u, and increasing as a function of q. Gk = Gk;1; k is an increasing function.
Here we use the notation flg + I = fl;i 1 ; :::; i k,1 g.
In part 1 of the graphics section level curves of the function Gk; u; q are depicted. Part 4 and 5 show t wo w ays in which the function G can be used to compare the performance of allocation strategies.
In the case of static allocation and k = q, the case considered in 2 , we get Gk = Gk;1; k , where The last sum is taken over the same sequences I as in the previous formula, with q = k.
